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YORK
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SPECIAL
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READY
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These beautiful sum
If CALLED mer days are just the
MEETING
VOTE

time when you need a
new

Political feeling was at high , ' Excitement ran high in town on
The result of the special town
meeting held last Friday afternoon tide in town Monday and everybody Monday when reports were receviis most gratifying to Kennebunk was on tip toe waiting for the re ed ofthe calling out of the National
people/as it points to rhe proba turns, each hoping their favorite Guard by President Wilson and
-midLdle name bility that the town will experience would win. Probably the hardest Captain Merriman was kept busy
Of 9rocerymen.
fought battle was that of deputy answering telephone calls and
a great business advancement.
vrhò win great fame!
One hundred and two citizens sheriff, Mr. Haven Roberts of Sati- calming the <fears o^ anxious visit
were present arid the fact that the foni leads by 15 votes as we go to ors, and was exposed to close ques
meeting lasted only;' 15 minutes prqss this Wednesday afterhoon tioning in regard to the many ru
goes to show that there was very, though it may require official re mors afloat and the true situation. to go with your sum
HIS grocery shop made a great,,big, resplen
little disagreement over the busi view. to determine the winner. Much fuel was added to the flame
ness in hand. In fact there was: Things were very quiet with the of excitement by the preparations mer dresses.
Call and
dent hit with Mr. Good Provider. He is
only one dissenting vote when the. Democrats, except foi* sheriff and of the 13th company boys Monday
th^e
were
four
in,
this
contest.
Citizens authorized, and empowered
evening during the primaries,
pleased with the quality of the provisions
the selectmen to execute and deli Jrifemiah M. Minahane of South when they were getting their field see our complete line.
Berwick
was
the
favorite
Demo

ver a deed of a part of the mill lot
equipment ready.
they sell—with the courteous manner in which they
on Storer street for the sum of one crat for sheriff and carried over
The equipment is packed and
his
three
rivals,
Parent,
Pitts
arid
wait upon me, and he says their prices are very
thousand dollars, to the Goodall
they can be on the way in a few
Wallace
by
quite
a
margin.
Worsted company of Sanford.
hours after being called.
reasonable.
Should that company fail to ful /Deering of Saco, Gordon of Wells
No orders have as yet been re
Main Street
fil their agreement and erect, a and Lord of Parsonsfield are nom ceived by any C. A. C. company in
factory there within a year the inated for state senators, Franklin the country but it is the general
BIDDEFORD, ME.
land will again becoine the proJ R.i Chesley -of Saco for/ county at» opinion that they will be called
perty of the town upori the payment torney; Harry B. Ayer of Bidde out, No definite time has been
wb &£> ¿¡9 ¿69 ¿60 ©fe efe
G?S>
of the original price. The sale of ford for judge.of probate; Fred I; stated and it is probable that they
the Cleaves property adjoining Luce of Old Orchard for county will be held in reserve.
this lot was madd possible by this treasurer; Samuel Li Wilson for Should the 13tty company be cal
Water Street
Kewnebunk, Maine
transaction.
cMnty commissioner.
led out they will probably mobolize
The meeting was opened by the Hon. Louis B. Goodall of Sanford at Fort Williams, Portland. The
town clerk, Mr. Meserve, and wheri- leads. Hon. Horace Mitchell of Kit- military call of the ’ Company is
the call was' read about 50 voters tety and Hon. John C. Stewart of three series of four blasts qach or
Department Store
we?e present and iri a short' time York, his congressional opponents twelve in all, of the fire whistle.
the number* had doubled. Elmer in York coqnty, by a wide margin. Arrangements are being made for 245-247-251 Main Street,
Roberts vras chosen Moderator /Following is the vote of eYery a call to Kennebunkport.
Biddeford
arid after the article relating to the town
When Capt. Merriman was ask
arid city in York county.
sale was read the followirig motion
ed his opinion on this matter, he
State Senators: John B. Deering said he had no opinion; a soldier is
was made by Asa Richardson:
of Saco, r, Joseph W. Gordon of not
supposed to have any opinion,
“That the selectmen be empowj Wells, r, J. Merrill Lord of Parered and authorized to execute and' sbnsfleld, r, Edmond Bergeron of that the company is. ready if order
deliver to the Goodall Worsted Co,,; Biddeford, d, Charles S. Cowell of ed.
at Sanford, Maine, a deed of a part Berwick, d; Wm. F. Russ611 of Sari
of the, mill lot on Storer street, be-j ford, d.
»
13TH CO. NOTES
ing bounded by said street, Mou\
County
attorney
: Franklin R,
1 Burner ........ $2.50,’ $2.75
sam river, la'nd, of Cleaves, and be
Chesley
of
Saco,
r;
Leroy
Haley
of
If you are going to screen your house, we ing ri frontage of 75 feet on said Biddeford, d,
2 Burner .... $5, $5.25, $8.25
There.
wlll
be
a
non-commission

Street; together with a right of
Clerk of courts: Frarik'D. Fen- ed officer’s school Thursday night. 3 Burner............... $10-$10.75
way in common with said town
can give you the best screen on the
bounded by above described lot derson, of Limerick, r; Ernest G.
4 Burner ... /................. $13.50
The range section will report for
and a line on said town lot passing Knights, qf Waterbor©, d.
by the boiler-house of said lot. Said Judge of prolate: Harry B. Ayer drill at the armory Thursday night. Ovens .... $2, $2.25, $2.50, $3.
market, $ne that will cost you
deed to contain the following con of Biddeford, r; C/Wallace Har
dition, viz : Said, lot to be used for mon of Saco, d,
Regular drill Friday night, with
WICK OIL STOVES
no more than the ordinary
nianufacturing purposes only, and v,Register of probate: Edward 8. skirmish drill on the playgrounds.
if not spused within one year from ¡^tp.omb of- Alfred, r; W, H. fctone
1 Burner ................... 60c, 85c
the dafe"oFsaid deed then the land of Biddeford, d.
The hike last Saturday was postscreen, but is much
shall revert to the town on pay-' Sheriff: Republican nomination poned on account of rain and no 2 Burner ......75c, $1.20, $1.70
ment of the purchase price, which Haven O. Roberts of Sanford; new plans have been made asv or 3 Burner .. .......... $1.80 $2.55
shall be $1,000.”
better !
Jeremiah M. Minahane of So. Ber ders may be received for a great Ovens .... 98c, $1.25, $1.50, $2
Chairman of the Mfg. Cpmmittee wick, d.
hike.
WICKLESS BLUE FLAME OIL
of the Board of Trade, Frank BonCounty commissioner: Samuel
STOVES
ser then took the floor and remark L. Wilson of Biddeford, r; Fred B.
William E. Berry has been re
ed that this move of the Gocdall Wiggin of Saco, d»
2 Burner .. ............... ..$3.50.
duced
from
sergeant
to
private.
company had been a- long cherish County treasurer; Fred. I, Luce, Corporal McDonald has been ap
3 Burner .... f ......... $4,98
ed hope of Kennebunk people. Fri of Old Orchard r; Arthur G. Wil pointed
sergeant and Private Bert Oil stove wicks,.. 5ç, 10c, 20c.
day moaning Assistant Treasurer ey of Rsixtcm, d.
Hill
has
been
appointed
corporal.
Bachelder and Designer Nutter Representatives to Legislature
Asbestos Rings for Wickless
KENNEBUNK,
- ■' “
MAINE
held a conference with the officers
Stoves
......... . 5c
Biddeford: Nicholas Tierney,
The service of the piece drill
of the Board of Trade and stated Carl W. Richards, Joseph C. Provby
the
gun
crew
was
a
very
inter

that plans were made to increase .encher, r; Clarence Goldwait, J. jV
esting one. Capt. E. N. Niles, U. S.
the brick weave shop so the loom Neilon, Henry Descoteaux,' d.
capacity would be twice that of the Buxton, Limington, Hollis: G. A. A., Major Harry Goodier and Major
floors being used for that purpose. Brackett, r; George N. Waterhouse Clarence Kendall were ^present.
------- Or—
Twelve spinning frames will be in d.
.
- ’
Telephone 54=12—His Number
Major Kendall wilkspeak to the Vases, Plates, Sherbets, Cus
stalled, employing 35 hands and a Kennebunkport, Old Orchard, N.
total increase of 100 in spinning Kennebunkport: Luman E, Flet company Friday night on “First
tards, Wine and Water
Aid and Camp Sanitation..
and weaving arid making the em cher, r; Frank H. Libby, d.
Glasses, Bon Bons, 25c val—o—*
ployees list to the 200 mark. The Kittery, Eliot: Aaron B. Cole, rj
ue, ................................. 10c
consideration of Mr. Cleaves was Arthur O. Goodwin, d.
The tan shoes ordered have ar
also spoken of with appreciatiop.
Waterboro, Limerick, Shapleigh, rived. Those that have not order
.......... $3.50
It will mean much to Mr. Cleaves George T. Crediford, r; Ether S. ed their shoes Should do so immedi- Lawn Mowers
to give up his home where, he has Thing, d.
atley, orders are to be placed with Screen Doors.........
lived for so many years and locate
Sanford: Harmon G. Allen, r: F, Bonser & Son.
in another place at his age. Kenne A,. Smith, d.
.... $1, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75
The 1916 Wall Papers are ready for your in bunk
people realize and appreciate
Parsonsfield, Cornish, Newfields
The
date
of
going
to
camp
has
doing so much for the? advance Win. H. Pendexter, r; Clifton J.
Window, Screens ..........
spection, which conveys a truth that means his
been changed from July 12-21 to
ment of the town.
Stone, d.
.... 25c, 35c, 39c, 45c, 50c
Sept.
14-24.
This
change
was
on
Mr. Roberts then-called for other
Saco; Charles H. Hanson, t; W. I account of the approprations not
splendid economy in the buying of Wall
expressions but none was forth J. Maybury, d.
Sprayers............. .
35c, 39c
coming so it was voted t© make the Kennebunk, Lyman: Fred C. being made in time and it was
paper, room moulding and window
deemed
inadvisable
to
hold
camp
in
Black screen paint ..;..........10c
sale.
Knight, r; Fred -E. Norton, d.
Saturday morning Mr. Batchel Berwick, Lebanon: William A. August on account of the heavy
shades at
fogs at the Forts during that Lawn Swings .... $4.50, $6.50
der of the Goodall company called Frost, r; Ray C. Knox, d.
/
upon Mr. Cleaves and the transact North Berwick, South Berwick: month.
Water Coolers, Stone \yare..
tion was agreed uppn.? The papers John B. .-Russell, r; Elmer H. BiH
BASE BALL
'.. $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2, $2.50
will be made out at ah early date, ings, d. v
for the transfer of the entire pro Wells, York: Frank HgEllis, r;
perty. Mr. Cleaves has. the privi Joseph P. Bragdon, d.
”
Twilight League Standing
Estimator and Contractôr of
of remaining in his home for
Painting and Paper Hanging lege
one year and perhaps longer.
CANDIDATE GOODALL
Won Lost Tie
Odd Fellows Building
Kennebunk
K. H. S.
2 0 0 1.000
Department Store,
0 10 .000
Gratified by the Support Received Business Men
LOCAL NOTES
Goodalls
0 12
.000
245-247-251 Main Street
in Primaries
.
0 0 1 .000
To the Voters of the First Con Clerks
Biddeford, Maine.
Mrs. Howard Thÿng arid Miss gressional District:
Counter Shop
0 0
1 .000
Bertha Jepson of Sanford were in
0 0
1 .000
It is with a deep sensfe of grati Leatheriod
town today.
tude that I tender to you my thanks
Another series game of the Twi
Boot and Shoe Repairing by the aid of modern machinery Cameras and supplies at Fiske’s for your most loyal and generous light League between the K. H. S.,
Adv. support of my candidacy for con and Goodall’s team was fought out
WELLS BRANCH
Custom Work. Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty.6 Shoe Pol Drugstore.
Geo'rge H. Trescott has accepted gressional honor in the primaries last night on the playgrounds. A
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
a position for thé summer with of June 19, 1916. I greatly appre big crowd of fans turned out and
Mrs. F. D. Weeks and Miss Flo
ciate jrour manifest interest and gave a gpod demonstration of a Weeks were the recent guests of
Curtis and Roberts.
MAIN STREET
KENNEBUNK, MAINE. There has been a “silent police belief in me, qnd if elected to rep “big noise.”
/.
relatives at Lynn, Mass.
man” installed at the junction of resent the First District, I will en “Cy” Young started the twirling
Carl Goodwin is spending the
deavor
to
merit
the
honor
bestow

Garden and Main streets.
for the Goodall team but we think summer vacation with his parents
ed
upon
me.
that one of the students gave him a Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Goodwin.
Maine, Maid Sweets, 29c at
Louis B. Goodall.
jab with a hypodermic needle—
Mrs. Mark Farnham is visiting
Fiske’s Drug Sto^re.
Adv.
S^nfprd, June 20, 1916. ,
anyway he was relieved by Nadeau. her sister, Mrs. Morris Bailey at
Misées Florence and Helen Lord
“
Little
Arthur
”
Saunders
had
very
Franklin, N. H.
of Berwick arp working in the The various teariis of the Twi
sailing for awhile, but the
Mrs. C. M. Clark is spending the
waiting rooin of the R. V. Crodiford light League are to have uniforms smooth
Goodall boys finally got their eye week with her parents, Mr. and
store at\Ogunquit.
in the near future. These uni on the ball and enjoyed a regular
Mrs. Winslow at Falmouth. Maine,
Grape/Nut Ice Cream, the kind forms are to Consist of colored batfest, .i
Twill sell at Public Auction on Monday, June 26, at 10 a. m, the Sheldon
and Saturday she will go to Provi
Littlefield place in Wells, consisting of 20 acres of land, 8 room house, barn 36x that is différent at Fiske’s Drug overalls ; 'a different color for each
Freddie Hall showed up. some dence, R. I., where Mr. Clark is
Adv. team.
36, hen house and yards, for 100 hens, fruit trees and small fruit. Barn con Store.
big league stuff when he made that carpentering.
Mr. Sarnuel McIntire who has
tains 3 horse stalls and 2 cow stanehels. A work shop, wood shed and carriage
The Baptist picnic, which was to star catch .and Cummings played a
house all combined. A well of never failing water,, also some household furni been working at A. M. Seavey’s
be
held Saturday, June 24, is post good game.
ture, wagons, farming tools and other articles too numerous to mention.
,
market; Water street, has accepted
Get a bottle of TANLAC today
Thqfinal score was 12 to 7 in faa position as carpenter with the poned, owing to the death of Mr. yor of K. H. S,
at Fiske’s Drug Store.
Adv.
MRS. F. F. FRANCIS, WELLS, ME. Clark contractors.
Tilton’s father.

Light Hat

S

Morrill’s Hat Shop

A. M. SEAVEY,

T.L Evans &Co.

SCREENS

Perfection
Oil Stoves

tGco. W. Larrabee J

Cut Glass

W. F. BRIAN

Painter and Decorator .

W. F. Brian’s

T L. EVANS CO.

JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

.

Auction Postponed
From Tuesday, June 20 to Wednesday, June 26

J. ABBOTT, Auctioneer.
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are many small cupboards also. is required to atterid one of them.
These, too are low enough so that Then there is a branch of the Y.
any of the children can, get things M. G. A. which has organized sev
from theiri or put them away again eral bible classés among the stu
without hélp.
dents.
Devoted to the General Interests
A great deal of liberty is allow Now, turning back to 1800, how
of York County
ed the teachers in giving the exer many of the people’s fears have
Printed at the office of the
cises to the children: Jt'is’ plainly been realized? Has militarism in
understood, however, that the creased? No. Rather it has de
The Enterprise Press
child’s freedom, of action must not creased until the army was a mere
One Year, in Advance
$1.00 be disturbed and that no exercise handful of soldiers scattered over
Three Months
.25 is given for the purpose pf amuse the, coutry.- Owing to the Euro
pean war, this army is being in
ment alone.
Single Copies 3 Cents
Another notable contrast is the creased to somewhat reasonable
proportions.
Advertising Rates made known on lack of punishment and rewards>
These are not allowed since they Next, let us see what West Point
application.
unless t^e child has become ac- graduates have done for their
A first class printing plant in con have been found to be unnecessary 'country. The Mexican war of 1856
found many of them fully trained
nection. All work done prompt customed to expect them.
iri the arts of war. By this war, we
Perhaps'one of the things we are gained
ly and in up-to-date style.
California and New Méxi
The ENTERPRISE can always most interested in. js the why in co. The civil war,-however, is per
which
the
children
are
taught
to
be found on sale at the following write. In the first exercise, the geo haps the finest example of West
skill. Practically all the
places:
metric insets are used. The child Point
on both sides were grad
runs his finger lightly over the in leaders
' Kennebunk— -E. A. Bodge, C. H. set and then the place into which uates of the Academy. On the fed
eral side the most notable were
Brown, V. G. Fiske
it is ¡to be put.
Grant, Sherman» Sheridan and
W?st Kennebunk—E. C. Webber
The first step in writing is sand Meade. The Confederate leaders
paper letters. The child runs his were Robert E. Lee, (who was^for
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller
Fully equipped, including electric starter, tire
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward finger lightly around the letter and some years the superintendent of
is
allowed
to
draw
around
it
with
á
carrier,
demountable rims, all-weather tread
the
Academy),
Jackson
and
Johns

Wells—Harley Moulton
pencil. The child practices this ex ton. : This war settled a fifty yearstires
in
the rear, f. ”o. b. Flint, Michigan
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens
ercise iriány times and then writes old dispute.
Landing—H. C. Newton’s store without the letters. Children „ of
The Panama canal was finally
five and six usually write very completed, after several unsuc
lightly when taught by this meth cessful attempts, under the super
Wednesday, June 21, 19161
od. The Italian children, áre for vision of Colonel, now Maj. Gen.
tunate in /possessing a phonetic Goethals, of the United Síafés
GRADUATION EXERCISES OF language by which they learn to Engineer corps. This canal is the
peer of any engineering feat yet
The Dort five-passenger Touring Car, commodious, comfortable, thoroughly
KENNEBUNK HIGH . SCHOOL Spell much more easily.
There are many other exercises accomplished.
dependable, electrically equipped throughout—is designed for family use in
iri
the
Montessori
method
but
these
Thus, the training which a boy
A large number of friends and are the ones in which we are most receives
which service, economy, elegance and power is desired, This splendid model,
at West Point not only
relatives filled Mousam Opera interested.
makes him a good citizen but al
deep1 seated and comfortable, will give year after year of satisfactory use to
House to overflowing Thursday Ás will be 'seen these exercises eo in many cases, enables hirii to be
its owner at the minimum of initial cost and upkeep.
evening, the occasion being the are constantly developing self of great value to the epuntry itself.
graduation of the class of 1916 of control,and independence. They
Kennebunk high school.
prepare for the third elementary.
Music “Welcome to Springtime”
Specif i cations
The first sensation upon enter Here they will find systems of by the high school chorus compos
ing the hall was one of pleasure teaching, but throughout his life ed of the following young ladies
Electrically equipped throughout; left hand
with large surface; demountable rims, 30 x
caused by the attractive decora the child will carry with him the was next in order:
3%-inch tires, all-weather tread On the rear,
drive; center control four cylinder riibtor
tions in the class colors of greeh lessons of self control and self
Misses Louise Whitten, Shirley
cast en bloc; exceptional water cooling sur
50-inch full cantilever springs in the rear,
and white, designed and carried reliance winch he learned in his Hatch» Winnefred Allen, Martha
front semi-elleptic; stream line body, With
fapes and extra heavy crank and cam shaft
out by the junior class. ‘'Streamers, first;school days. .
Ejirvoll, Esther Hawkes, Dorothy
bearings;, circulating splash lubricating sys
ample leg room in both compartments; 1051 of green arid white twined toge
Elliott, Dorothy Barker, Mary Ben
tern; thermo-syphon Cooling system; battery
inch wheel base; standard 56-inch tread; full
ther from the center of the. build
standard equipment including electric start
type of ignition, Connecticut make; gravity
The’ class history, always an in nett, Elsie Roberts, Neva Webber,
ing reached out in all directibris, teresting
er, electric generator, electric lights thrufeed gasoline system and selective type of
part came next and was Ruby Morse, Agnes Titcomb, Mir
Posts, iri, the galleiy were twineri done justice
out, one-man top, windshield, speedometer,
transmission; 3 speeds forward and reverse;
to by Ralph Percy anda LaBean and Minnie Louis.
ed with green and white and the Davis.
The presentation of gifts by An
gasoline gauge, horn and coriiplete tool
three quarter floating rear axle; internal ex
gallery itself was festooned iri the
Frances' Webb was a welcoirie'
equipments ’ ■ '
panding and external contracting
, brakes
same colors. The stage was bank “West Point” by William Victor nie
change from the more serious, and
ed with evergreen and cut flowers Hesp, the, .only member of the class was
so “true to life”» that it kept
and over the stage was the class belonging "to the 13th company, the audience
in a ripple of merri
motto ip. white Hesters. “Aut in- was one' of the best addresses of ment from start to finish. Mas
veniam viam aut faciam,” “Either the evening, proving of very great cots were presented to the classes
SACO MAIÑE
interest in this era of war. Mr.
•find h path of make onte.”
AGENT FOR DORT CARS,
of 1917,1918 and 1919. Miss Webb
I Promptly at 8 o’clock the class, Hesp has taken examinations to seemed to have a keen sehce of hu
eight in number, marshalled by enter this acaderiiy and his wide mor and took her part delightful
Willis-Day entered the hall and circle of friends wish him the-best ly. Her paper in full follows:
marched up the center aisle to the •of success? His address follows:
and Shakespeare. Maybe these modern concern. They form a part tho average of those in the U. S.
strairis of a march played by Miss
will answer some of the hard ques of our imperialistic policy. The at The education has been of a practi
Presentation
of
Gifts
Dorotriy Barker, and took their
WEST POINT
tions you used to spring in Eng tention of our country1 is being con cal nature and the illiteracy is fast
places, on the platform.
This educational
stantly called to the possibilities. decreasing.
recitations.
x
s
When I was chosen to present lish
Prayer was then offered by Rev.
________
/Sheldon Haywprd
: This_ __
is __
all _of these islands. ’ They conta.in work is the most important to our
During tlie war of the Revolu thegiits to the^gradnating class of tied
B. H. Tilton of the Baptist church
biefl Lriiric
in blue ________
ribbon. In
I honor of. hidden treasures which our govern, country because it is through this
, who commended s the class to the tion, Washington was very much 1916,.it seemed a very easy thing your being the Valedictorian of ! ment is beginning to fully realize. means that they are to develop to
to
do.
However
as
the
time
wènt
care of the Great Teacher.
usefulness for bur çouh,
handicapped by his lack of train
1916, I suppose. Another book. The island products, industries, greatest
¿/This was followed by the Salu ed officers. Most of triem were on, the very idea made me wish “Chemistry.” When Hayward is and the people themselves are prov- try.
■
that
it
could
be
put
off
and
that
!
’
tatory'and essay, “Modern Sciqrice” European soldiers of fortune, like
Up to 1907 the Filipinos Com
inChemistry Laboratory, he is far ing to be valuable.
by Wallace Hatch, the class presi Lafayette. Therefore when Wash need never think of it again. The away from this world and hardly
was the only body of legis
There are two chief classes of mission
:
dent: It contained many interest ington became •• president, he days kept slipping by and the near Speaks, He works with determina people
lature, In the same year the First
on
the
island,
the
landown

er
we
came
to
the
15th
of
June,
the
ing facts and was faultlessly de- thought Over the problem and de
tion and always has his note book ers and the slaves. The landown Philippine Legislature was opened
' livered.
cided that the best way to obtain farther away I was from writing up-to-date. This book will help ers are in a comfortable circum under the authority of President
my
part.
Finally
I
became
des

An essay “The Moritessafi Me officers for the army was to estab
remember, Hayward, some of stances being waited on by slaves. Taft. In the Philippine Legislature
perate ; it was bn my mind all the you
thod” by Susan Juna Mason fol lish a military school.
the necessary things in chemistry. These slaves are in various classes ; neither house enjoys special privi
time
and
yet
nothing
accomplished.
lowed and proved so interesting
leges, and either may originate any
Ralph Davis: This is a very small
Although he tried hard to get
One morning a big, bulky pack package, Ralphs but usually small some are in servitude, like those bill which the legislature is auth. that it held the undivided attention Congress
to
appropriate
the
money,
which
we
had
in
the
civil
was
time.
age came to me in the mail.. The
of the audience.
they would not do so. Congress post mark was blurred and 1 could packages contain the best things. Others ''merely serve the master I orized to pass, the rest is under the
thought that a military school not imagine where it had come A shiney badge. Guide 23. That’s especially when there is a guest of jurisdiction of the U.-0.
The Montessori Method
The improvement in means of,
would tend to increase militarism from. When I opened it, I found a funny thing to give you, if this some distinction and under the ob
throughout the country. It was not all neatly wrapped and labeled, a person expects you to be a compe ligation to do so without pay. This communication wriich has taken
tent
guide
they
ought
to
give
you>
went on from 1899 until 1901. place since the American occupa
Years ago a child starting in a until Jefferson’s administration number of small boxes. On each,
lessons. Ralph got separat There has been a great; many tion is almost revolutionary. They
. school was six or seven years old that, Washington’s hope was real label was the name of some one in aedfew
from
us
in
Philadelphia
and
in
at least. His mother had taught ized^, and in 1802 the foundation of my class. A letter, directed to me Washington. His sense of direc changes sinqe the U. S. first be have established 200 post offices.
gan to have control. Immediately , The telephone service has been
him to read and write,• and spell, the United States Military Acad- gave full instructions and a list
is not very Jceen. Never mind, we put, the Islands under military quite as marked as that of the mail
words of brie syllable. As time went’ emy was laid at Wèst Point, New*-^containing names of different mem tion
Ralph, try hard and you will win. rule. This had its greatest results service, and the total length of the
by he was sent to school at an ear York.
bers of K. H. S. I was not to open
Willis Day:Well Willis you are on slavery.. First it protected the lines are 1750 miles. The U. S.
lier age with less home prepara At first is was not a Very great ariy bf the packages, but on the j going
to have something from this slaves that ran away and finally in has helped in the construction of
tion. Now. there are kindergardens» success, due largely to Jefferson’s night of graduation, tell of my ser so generous
mysteripus per 1902 slavery was definitely for the*light-houses, buoys and charts,
which relieye1 the mother of a large: Mislike of warlike preparations. In ious troubles in writing this part son. A safe.andHubbard
bidden throughout the islands.
and improvements of ports and
> part of responsibility of the child’s; fact, from 1802 to 1812, there was a arid of the arrival of the myster and Dot’s ring will have’s a watch
harbors of the island. Also the rail
early training. At the present time maximum attendance of only“ 36 ious,package. The letter was sign chance of being returned ifbetter
The
health
conditions
in
the
road system has risen as rapidly as
there is a newer system of prepar cadets. Discipline was practically ed, “Thé Bear” with a most hid keep them in there. As fqr you
Philippines
were
abnormal,
there
the
that pf the waterways. The U. S.
ing children for the primary .grade,. unknown. The cadets came and eous drawing of that animal.
handkerchiefs gloves, pencils and was no other island in the world
paid about 55 per cent of the tdthe Montessori method, which is; went to recitations just as they saw
The first on the list in our class a few other articles that you have that was subject to so many incur has
"being tried in ¡the schools in many fit. The war of 1812, however, is 7our president and niariager in your possession, this safe is not able diseases. At the time of the tal cost.
countries. To thoroughly under showed Congress the need for.good of the 1916 team, Wallace .Hatch, large enough, I fear.
Now the question is what has the
Civil war the worst diseases were
stand the Montessori system, it is officers. Then the Academy was Wallace, open your package and
malaria, smallpox, consumption U. S. meant to the{ Philippine Is
Class
of
¡1917:
The
Juniors
are
necessary tp study the way in I entirely reorganized. Today West tell ris what your gift is.,Oh! a, to have something. A dog. That arid cholera. That was the condi lands. Under American rule there
which it is conducted in Italy, its Point exists in almost the same doll! That’s fine. It will at least is meant for your mascot, I guess, tions. Then the U. S. took health has been brought about in the is
original home.
form as iri t812, with the addition be a saving, to you. Carefares for the coming year. You will need into consideration sent dowri the lands an admirable state of public
Madame Montessori waS first a ¡of modern improvements.
count up, don’t they ?
it, the seriioi* year is hardest but army and began a scientific inves order. Life and property today is
student of medicine, later she was
Discipline., is now Very strict.
The next is Victor Hesp. Vic it is also the most enjoyable. Be tigation of the health conditions. safe throughout practically the
a student of psychology. She be-; The léasf offence, such as tardiness tor, I do hope this mysterious per
They set up the First Reserve Hos whole island. We have given to
and pay your license on time pital
7 jieyed that if eyer the gap between is punishable by demerit marks. A son has not forgotten that you be sure
which was a tent hospital the country, religious liberty, free
or
you
will
lose
your
much
needed
, the mind, of the abriormal child and sufficient number Of these leads to. long tq the 13th.Militia Company of mascot. .
where the sick and the wo'undqd speech, free press and a fine legis
that of the normal one might be ¡expulsion,
given the best of care by trie lative body. Never before in the
the Town of Kennebunk. > No, they
Class of 1918: Sophomores, too, were
bridged it would be in, early child The, course of study, too, is very have not. A horse. That’s a good That
authorities in charge. The army history» of the world has a power
’
s
good.
The
black
Cat.
Good
hood, Basing her work upon the re hard, although the subjects taken model for you, Victor. I suppose
also started cleaning up the city pl ful nation like ours assumed to
You all.know(the super-; Manila
sults, obtained by Itard anil Seguin’ are almost Hie same as in the av soon you will have need of this inascot.
of those conditions which ward a weaker one quite such an
stition
that
when
a
black
cat
comes
she began the study of children,
erage college. The difference is ’black charger when you have at to you it signifies good luck. Thus threatened the health of the sol ‘attitude as we have adopted to
t Sqofi she Whs put imcharge of an that a cadet, is trained to concen tained, the rank of general , or col the class of 1916 gives, you the diers and that of the public. U. S. ward the Philippines, whén deal
instutition for abnormal children. trate his mind on’his work. At onel. '
worked so scientifically ori this ing with new problems. Up to the
black cat hoping it will bring you’ has
Here she was enabled to prove or West Point there are few things to
problem that today there are no present time our successes certain
There’s the first girl on' the list, the best ¡of luck.
disprove her theories. She made detract a boy’s attention from his Doris Stevens. My 1 goodness;
diseases in the islands than ly over balance our mistakes, and
Class bf 1919 :The large Fresh more
mistakes but’ always profited by studies, whereas at college, there ' looks as if this package had coine man
in our oun country; In 1901 the bu we have cause for pride in the re
class.
Full
of
life
and
al

them,. One day (One of the children is some social event happening al a long way. Stamps and post marks ways doing spiriethirig. Especial bonic plague caused 427-deaths, it sults of-our Philippine steward
. ' v '
71
sSH
in her care passed examinations- most every day. Excuses for un Switzerland, It^ly, France, Spain ly in English History recitations. caused only 10 in 1902. Every year, ship.
which were meant for the children prepared lessons are not accented, and U. S. That is awfully cute. A
the deaths by diseases have der
A
bear.
A
.bear.
Why,
I
have
in "the public school. This happen- except in case of sickness. They little wrist watch. I’m glad for my it, he is the mysterious person who creased until 1907, there were none
The class prophecy by Doris Ed
. ed again and again. At last Madam ¡must be prepared. « ,
sake as we’ll as yoürs that you have is responsible for all these gifts. and none'to the present period., na Stevens was also very good and
Montessori decided that-the nor Although the cadet is required this« f'T won’t hear you saying,
we see the good sanitary cori- kept the audience happy. Her in
are the favored ones and have i Thus
mal: children were equalled by the to do-a great déal of studying, the “Time is it?” thank goodness in You
ditioh and the results ofiAinerican sight 7 into the future is re
to
keep
your
mascot'three
years.
. others because they had riot had' physical training is hy .nb means French recitations.
markable. Her paper follows in
If any of these classes fail to investigation. •
the best educational opportunities. neglected. Every cadet must learn ■’ Mr. Eldridge, that must
full:
T____ mean
___ _ keep their mascots woe to them in
The
most
radical
which
the
Am

At this point she ■/ began to work to swim, ridp and fence. Then: there you, Seward. Pretty big .box,-too,
ericans
have
accomplished
has
their
senoir
year.
For
the
bear
harder and to try to evolve a sys is a large gymnasium and an ath you must be the favored one. A
Prophecy of Class of 1916.
visit you on that night and been in education. In 1863 pri
tem by ’which the child’s" brain letic field for bootball baseball and little runabout. Not a Ford either. may
wreak her vengeance for your mary education for the Filipinos
i might be developed as far as pbs- track. .
There, that’s better than a big car
i secured a real foot-hold. Sixty
me has been assigned the task
. sible. '
The training fits thé graduate of isn’t it? More comfortable and you faithlessness and ingratitude.
years later there were 2173 pupils of To
prophesing the future bf the
There are many differences be- West .Point for service, in any won’t feel as if you ought to have, Thus we, the Class of 1916 do ( in
schools.
Where
ever
our
flag
solemnly
and
thoughtfully
be

| tween the exercises in the Montes- branch of the army, coast artillery somebody in the back seat. I,t has queath there few gifts rind trust was raised a public school was class of 1916. I am glad this privi
lege is mine because, although it is
sori method and those in use in cavalry or infantry. The cadet all the modern Improvements too,
: soon established and soldiers, often ■ not generally known, I am natural
id,.our ¡.schools.’Perhaps the greatest is.alsb trained to take his place in.. self ^tarter and very easy to run. ■ them to your keeping.
served
aS
teacherl
First
the
Fili

ly .endowed with mediumistic pow
¿.contrast is in the room and its the sociaj world, and to this end, a
Juna Mason ; this is a light pack
The “Philippine Inlands” by Mr.. pinos themselves were trained and ers. Whenever I desire to gaze in
, furniture. ■ The r-opm resembles a dance is held every, week.
age, Juna. Can’t imagine what it John
’
later
they
taught
the
lower
grades.
Seward Eldride proved very
to the future, I summon my guid
well ordered nursery more than any Now some people think that a sol is. Books ! Cooking Lessons. Facts
.in household arts had an at. ing spirit and make my wishes
j • other thing. There are small tables dier has no need of religion but the on Mqtori. Who yras Shakespeare? interesting as can be seen by read Classes
tendance
Of
15,227
girls
during
the
With this task before me,
small chairs and small mats on War Department does pot think so. Good sélection. for you. You ; in ing it in full as follows:
years of 1873-1912. Under the in known.
I seated myself comfortably before
‘ the floor. The tables and chairs are There, are two churches pt West tend toi be a domestic science teach
structions
of
Hon.
Newton.
W.
Gil

Philippines Past and Present
the fire with my writing materials
. light enough to be easilymoved.by Point,: one for Protestants and ithe er, I believe? Then this book will
bert these public schools and the
the'smallest of the children. There other for Catholics, and every boy be very valuable to you. Milton
The Philippine Islands are of Universities of the islands rose to
(Continued on Page 5.)
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KËNNËBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME,
ing up the pastors in order, in neat honest, à hard worker and a, good dowments. It’s rocky shore is Oft of God’« American children, While ! old spot, there can be little doubt.
speeches presented them 'person? trader. The banker liked him. so times lashed by the mighty waves
he sketched the butlines of these
And now tonigiit we have been
these flags to be flung, to the; well that he was willing to take the
The village improvement society ally
breeze.by them on proper occasion. risk, and loaned the Swede the mon of the ocean deep, and yet again it magnificent surroundings. W.e thinking of men and times that are
has fixed upon Monday, June 26 as For once the, preachers were tak ey hé needed. The borrdwef prov- JiS caressed by the peaceful waters therefore owe to Champlain the past. We make thein live again,
clean up day, and are asking all en aback^nd copici, only respond ed.Sucçessful- and became one of thé of the Seas^ <But midst the differ*; first definite outlines of our State. they pass before us on’the stage of
the residents to join in the iriove- in a few appreciative words. The most thrifty citizens of that com ent scenes the plaées so dear and
The next expedition .to Penbbscot life; and then LaTour, Biard and
boys were Lowell Milliken, Earl munity. ;
ment to make the community \a Downs,
Maurice. Day and JEIeazer> If I were to define success, it charming, not only7 on account of may have been the Ear1 of Arundel the illustrious Champlain, noble
¿^spotless town. It has been suggest Terry. ’ The audiencethen rose would bé.' difficult to find a difini- nature’s touch," but also tjje beauty under the leadership of Capt. Geo. sons of France! We can almost see
ed that the children be organized and united in singing “America,” r tion exactly suited to every person. and mystery of the past. Penob Weymouth, in the summer of 1605. them sitting in the wigwams teach_
into groups to assist in the removal after’ which the benediction was It may be admitted that on the lips scot Bay is unsurpassed ! Mystery But the one to give us some real ing the red men of God. We can pic-,
of rubbish and unsightly Objects pronounced, ffy Rev. Mr.’ ’Terry. of the ordinary American of today is the only word which fully ex information about the clustered ture the waters of Penobsfebt Bay
from public and > private grounds' Miss Katherine Twambly presided the word success is usually inter presses itsrearly history.. Whittier wigwams' and the silvery bay wais sparkling in the sunlight ; we can
and from public' business places: at thé organ. z Credit for the in pretedf to mean material prosper portrays the "springtime*/of ’ old Peter Biard, who landed herb on behold its silvery surface at noon
his way from the east to Kenriebéc. time; we/can see again the sturdy
There is no reason why this village spiration of the affair ought'to be ity, the attainment of a comfort New England when he writes :
able’ fortune, or even thé acqpisi-,
“Penobscot” he Writes,/“is .a.very pines of our Maine coast.
should not have an enviable répu given to Mrs. Julia E. Wells.' ' .
Far
eastward
o
’
er
the
lovely
bay,
.
tation for cleanliness. Let every ' A véry* successful food sale was Jiqn^pf the assured position which Penobscot’s clustered wigwams lay beautiful ,river.^> It flows into
It is a picture never to fade from
held at thefftere,of Charles Leach, money generally givés^ But when
French Bay. It is. adorned by isle
body get into the work/
gently froui that Indian town and rock. When We had journeyed memory! Year after year has made
The local auxiliary of the York; Dock Square, last Saturday after we ask whether this interpretation And
its stormy journey and now we
County Children’s Aid Society will, noon. It was under thé auspices; is either strikingly American or The vérdant hillside slopes adown, three leagues or more into\the cur live upon these shores niade hallow
hold a meeting on Thursday after of the ladies of the North Congre strikingly nqvel, w.e' are likely to To where the sparkling waters rent pf the river we ericountered by sacred memories of the past. But
another very beautiful stream and the greatness of the men anff the
noon in the parlor of the Congrega-: gational church. A second sale come to the conclusion that it is Uponplay
the.;yeirow sand below.
at their meeting the finest assem beauty of Penobscot Bay will bri
trônai church, All interested in the; will'be held on Saturdayafteriteon neither, for,ever since our modern And
shooting
round
the
winding
blage of savages that I have, yet
' welfare of the helplesi/children of; of this week underthe. direction; of civilization emerged from the early
shores
seen.” A? story of several days known only in eternity.
the county are urged to help ip re the ladjps’ class ¡of .the Methodist’ ages, there has never been a time Of narrow
capes
and
ikies
which,
lie
lieving, conditions that delporably Sûnday schdol/'lt will be;held at or a place when the average man •Slumbering to ofeean’s lullaby—) among the Tartarines, for such Was
VOTE AT 'PRIMARIES
thé sarne^ place and will begin at formed any other meaning of the
the village of clustered wigwams
.exist in the county.
birchen boat and glancing at Péntagoet, convinced this great
A petition is being circulated 2 o’clock. It ia planned to hold such yrord. To the „ large . majority of Withoars
The following was the vote at the
among the citizens of the town and a sale every Saturday during the mankind, always-and everywhere The red men to their fishing.go; riian, that here by Penobscot’s lqve_
vicinity asking the U./S. govern-, summéìr, each of thffladies’ soci the outward and visible proof of While from their planting ground ly bay was a race old in years, yet primaries in Kennebunkport/ on
success is “Money; in the Bank”—
young dn its readiness to accept the. Monday:
ment to present the abandoned eties taking charge in order.
is borne,
Thé season bias thus far been un_< of whatever might be the immed
teachings of Christianity and of
REPUBLICAN
custom house property to the'towri
treasure of thez golden corn,
the civilized world.
1
to'be devoted to library purposes.; satisfactory for. farmers. Very lit iate equivalent, of moneys ” / The
Senator:
girls whose dark eyes
Even Longfellow one of NewIt is being numerously signed}"? tle planting has been done in com To measure;, success rn terms of By laughing
Fredrick
Hale
1Ô7
/
England’s sweetest singers loved
. The spring session of the Metho parison to the u^ual amount. Much material prospérity may be sordid Wildglow
49
through the locks, which o’er the^lore, the legends, ^nd the tradi B. M.^Fernald
dist Piseataffu-a social union will of that which has been .dorie/it is and dangerous tq the common
Ira G. Hersey5^
22
them
flow.
,
7
feared,
will
proverb
be
labor
lost.
wealth
but,it
is
natural
enough,
tions
of
this-ancient
spot.
The
In

be held next Monday, the 26th, at,
■
squaw whose work is dian battles, the memories of the Governor:
South Eliot. A fine program has One farmer has plante® many, thou and it marks no sudden fall from The wrinkled
Fredrick H. Parkhurst
94
dpne.
sand
hills
'pf
potatoèff
bqt
he
friars
grace.
This
is
not
exclusively
Am

Woods,
the
songs
of
the
rivers
and
been arranged for thé occasion.
‘ E. W. Wheeler
52
Sits bn her bare skin in the sun,
all
will
“
rot
because
of
the
’
damp

lakes
and
the
waves
of
the
sea
all
erican
for
it*
is
qfnly
wffat
h|is
long,
Miss Mary Ward has completed
,C. E. Milliken
31
beep visible in France and in Eng Watching the huskers with a smile charmed him. He tells us hbw a Auditor
her year , of teaching jn the. North ness of, the Soil.
: R. L. Wardwell
160
For each full ear which swells thè young man of noble birth educated
Mi*s/
Hughs
ton
of
New
York,
a
land.
The
industrial
development
Berwick school and is* at home for
*.•/
and cultured left his home in sun Congressman:the summer. She is occupying her State Organized for .Equal ( Suf of Germany has brought about the; And pile
L. B. Goqdall
129
the-fild
chief
who
’s nevermore ny Franc© and sailed across the
frage,
will
address
the
Ol
’
ympairi
spine
state
of
affairs
even
in
that
former position as bookkeeper, in,
Horace Mitchell
73
M^y bend low or pull the oar,
western
seas
in
quest
of
fortune
club
next
Saturday,
at
3
o
’
clock,
land
of
soldirs
and
philosophers
—
the store of.Goodwjri Bros., for the
J. C. Stewart
4
Smokes gravely in , his wigwam and adventure in the new world
Not
at
Assembly
hall,
high
school
what
we
have,
but
what
we
use
I summer.
E. C.. Reynolds
2
dóor,
of
marvel
and
mystery.
He
draws,
building.
•
’
»
Not
what
we
see,
but
what
we
Andrew M. Rollins returned on
R. Webb
2
Or
slowly shapes with ak of stone the pathetic picture of his father
The-contest
fòr
nomination
as
choose
—
Monday, from a ten days visit to
The arrow head from flint and lonely and old and grey sitting by State Senators:
representative
to
the
state
legisla

These
are
the
things
that
mar
or
New York, during which he waff
P. Deering
151
. bone.
the fireside tnourning the absence J.
bless
: ., "
present at the graduation òf his ture was the eentral feature of the
J.W.Gordon
125
of
his
son
and
longing
for
his
re^
.But
while
Whittier
draws
this
Republican
primary.;
On
that
office
Thé
sum
of
human
happiness.
son, Raymond, from 'college. Mrs;
J. M. Lord
78
beafitif.ul
picture
of
the'
past,
he
tqrn.*
’
234
votes
were
cast,.while
the
of

Npkas
we"
take,
but
as
iye
give,
Rollins is expected home by the
D. W. Spencer,
46
Ah
yes
dear
friend
in'
our
young
has
enabled
us
to'
sphak
of
the
as
we
pray
but
as
we
live
#
Not
fice
receiving
the
next
highestwote
middle of . the week.
E. C. Moody
36
many
summers
which
have
cóme
'
a
days
was
sheriff,
for
which
the
candi

These
Pre
the
things
that
make
for
Howard J. Tally, who has been
Attorney
and gohe since the dusky forest We should haye liked to hunt tne County
peace,
executive secretary of the Kenné- dates received a total of 203 votes.
• Clarence Webber '
135
deer
children
,
fltst
built
their
homes
on
For
Governor
178
votes
were
regis

Both
now
and
after
time
shaB)
- bunk River club for the recent
F. R. Chesley
57
All
day
amid
those
forest
scenes,
Penobscot
Bay
’
s
charming
shores.
cease.
tered.
The
highest
vote
for
a
Dem

years’/, is again here and has re
Clerk of Courts ?
And
tp
sleep
in
the
tents
of
the
Tar

It
would
indeed
require
s
the
most
ocratic
candidate
was
for
State
Mr.
Superintendent
and
members
F. D. Fenderson
sumed'his former) position. Mr.
171
Tally has been making good as pro. auditor, for which 21 votes were bf the* School Board—as the class noble use of fancy, to travel back Buttarines
Judge of Probate: *
’
now
’
tis
better
sitting
herb,
éhd
live/
again
in
those
scenes
of,
1916
passes
from
your
supervi

H. B. Ayer
' <éSgpr in the technical school from recorded, the votes running from
137
sion tonight, we wish to extend to when, the sluiribers of the red men Within four walls and without the
which he received a diploma one that number down to 17. *
Wrn. S. Matthews '
30
fear
were
yet;undisturbed
by
stranger
’
s
Miss Abja Stbne, having- closed ÿoü our words of farewell. We are
Registrar of Probate:
year ago.
Of
losing
our
héarts
?
tò
Indian
sail
and
footstep
of
the
white
man.
E. S. Titcpffib
After being/at home fop a fort- her teaching in Kennébuhk,' has, thankful to you for your hearty-co143
queen
history they had, and traditions
Sheriff:
4'
night, Lewis A. Baker returned to gone to Massachusétts to 'éisit her operation ip. our School work, and A
For
man
is
firb
and
woman
ik
tqw.
they have passed, as the flow
Frank M. Irving
Bates college the last of the week to relatives for a Short time. She will for the many favors and advantag but
157
then return and spend the summer es which you have given „us while ers of the field, leaving behind ev And the soinebody copies and be E. I. Littlefield ;
take thè filial examinations. Hé’
21
gins
to
blow
en this our day, sweet scents.
with her aunt, Mrs. Sherman Mer we have been in high school.
G. O. Athorne
be back in a few days.
16
For
many
a
year
the
old
chateau
Penobscot
bay
is
beautiful
now,
, Teachers: It is hard for us to
H. A.. Roberts
A copy of the Portland Trans- rill.
7
is
tenantless
anddesolate,
until
Thè Baptist Sunday schopl pic- express in farewell words the ex but it was more, so then. We can
D. W. Perkins
, script and Eclectic, a very popular
3
the
good
news
comes
of
the
young
forth iff Taney those ruggeff
County Commissioner: ;
« Maine publication of a generation nicedJ oh Tuesday at' ’the, Perkins act'feelings which are in bur call
cavalier
’
s
returri.
.
' T
heart. Wé appreciate thé patience shores, adorned by the pine; we
W. B. Deering .
48
and more agone, camé into the pos farm. !
Màjór Henry S. Burrage left on and good, will which you have ex can hear the murmuring of the No day is so long
P. N, H . Lombard
session pf your çorrespondent re46
But
it
comes
at
last
to
thè
¡vesper
’
s
and see the forest primeval
S. L. Wilson
41
cpntly. ; In the issue for, July 12, Monday to attend the commence tended tous in the past tour years. winds,
here and there a few cluster song,
O. G. Hanson
32
1$56, was an» item concerning this ment exercises of Brown, of which And if at any time we hâve vexed With
He
stops
at
the
porter
’
s
lodge
to
’;
,t
■yqii, ;w© hope you / will overlook" ed wigwams. This was the condi
County Treasurer:
, locality which may be ^of interest he is an alumnus.
Say
thpse instances and think onjy of tion of Penobscot Bay, when the
F. I. Luce
•105
to. old-timers especially.' The para
at last the Baron of St. Cas P. J. Putnam
Valedictory, Essay
Character the pleasant hours we have spent first Europeans came to our land. That
37
graph was as follows:
tine.
'
.
J. A. Roberts
and Success
? .;i ...... together. We want you to know They had wandered out.of the night Is coming home With his Indian
31
“Càpt. Benjamin Merrill, and Off
of
ages
and
manifested
a
very
hi^h
that
your
good
examples
have
z
not
•
■
Representative
te
legislature
Cluff, Jr., of Kennebunkport, were
^queen
sdegrée
of
.chivalry.
been
in
vain,/0r.your
influence;
will
George
N.
Stevens
119
> on the fishing grounds of that port
Alike for the nation and the in-l
Who first made this perilous Is coming without a week’s delay
L. E. Fletcher
115
with a largenumber of small boats dividual the one indispensable re ‘ffé felt by us. Again we* thank you journey?
We know not. Was he a Arid* all the house must be swept
’ during thé great northwest blow, quisite is character—character and may the greatest happiness Celt or Northman
anddean
? Did he wander
and prosperity be yours.,
Monday iffght. , The boats all es
WILDpS DISTRICT
Beloved parents and friends— fronti southern' elimés driven by And all things set in good array
caped but the one containing the that dares as well as enduréé; char,
And
the
solemn
porter
shakes
his
the
storms
of
the
unsailed
sea?
It
Tonight
we
bid
farewell
to
you
' , above named ¿persons, which filled .acter that is active in the perform
a-great sadness in our hearts^ Seems hardly probable that the ad- Jiead,
Miss Stella Wildes of Biddeford
with water and sank to the water’s ance ‘ of virtue ^ character that is ( with
and daring* Northman Arid the answer he makes is “Lack- visited relatives here last Tuesday,;
edge. Capt. Merrill perished from firm In the refusal to do anything for wé realize that we' shall /iioi vénturQus
a-day.”
linger be the caré free studentsfif could have sailed along .old New
It is rumored that Mr. Orlando
exposure before morning, when his
[old, but individuals in life’s school. England without seeking rest and We will never see as the blind pian Simmons is making plans to move
. . ',
boat was seen and his partner.res vjcious or degrading.
says.
>
in .its peaceful haven.
his family to Sanford in the near
A Yale professor once said to TS'ryqu who have shown.so much in shelter
cued; /Capt. M. was about 70 years
With great fear the old father future.
fln ouri work and general / Year after year passes by and
' of age, and poorly able to with- Theodore' Roosevelt “A" ydung'man terest,
we extend our* most no sound or voice comes to us from looks forward to the coming of the Mr. Oscar McKenney of Dorches
stand-so severe a hig-ht.”
of hty acquaintance • was 'slack; in? advancement,
the misty past. In 1497, five years wild daughter of the dusky Penob ter, Mass., visited his moth’er, Mrs.
thanks.
A flag day service was held in the his1 studiéS, aiixl as a result he'was -sincère
have ' now after the landing of Columbus the scot. This land is one pf ancient Anthony McKenney recently.;
Congregational church dn Friday slack;in his football work'fbr it is; t 'Classmates—-We
our work at Kennebunk Cabots, John and Sebastian,- in fame. Here off the rocky coasts ¿Several went to Cape Porpoise
evening, of last week, it haying always character that counts.” finished
high school and we tenderly their Search; f of the northwest pas some of the first efforts were made last Wednesday evening and at
beep «found impracticable to hold Ex-president Roosevelt adds that port
four happy years of school sage, doubtless entered Pqnobscot in which the red men took part. tended the services at the Metho
it on’’’the’regularly appointed day. ■physical Strength is good and vig7, recall
lifb; Nbw w’e have a greater pro? Bay, but’their récòrds as so many Churches arid trading posts were dist church which was conducted
, The. weather was unfavorable, but of or intellect is better, but ;fár position
before us than before— other deeds of, the past, ' which established and the comriiericement by Miss Frances Adams. '
there was aTarge attendance and aboveboth is character/ This does
ought to be written in letters of in the riew world nowhere seemed -. The Messrs. W. H> Rankinand N.
the exercises'were very enjoyable. not mean that a small, slender boy namely, that ¿ of entering a .new gold,
have bèeri lost. We have how brighter that at Pentagoet. Fort ‘E. Rankin spent the week end at
winning our way to
It, is to be ’hoped that this day will with a good character woul d make schqol;^apd
Let us hope that we shall ever, iff an historical collection, Pentagoet originally/ a trading the Creek.
„become one of the fixed anniyer- a better football" player than a. big success.
Mrs. Stephen Perry and Miss|
forget each other in our per the early history of Massachusetts post built during the-winter of 1615
■ saries, offering, as jt does, sffïèn* husky fellow$ but it is of course riot
whieff applies here. The by Sir Claude de la Tour became Gertrude Wildes visited relatives^
did opportunities, .for the inculca- preferrable that the latter should plexities and > troubles,, and let Us atf'extract
remain the good ‘ friends singularities of Autartic France, the first permanent settlement - in at Kennebunk Lower Village last
,/ tifili and development , of true pat have a good character. Both are re ^alyray?we have ever been during .our othérwise called America say, that New England and its actual polit Sunday.
riotism.7 Rev. John M. Chambers quired in this ¿ort óf bpóft. Pér- that
’long years at Kennebunkport “Here we entered a river which is ical and commercial beginning cap Miss Frances Adams held a meet
presided. The exercises "began I haps in some other-' occupation a four
one of the finest in the whole tured and built by Sir David Kirk ing for children Thursday after-with the singing of the “Star Span well-formed body woúldn’-t ^é nee* high séhoql.
world, Norcmbega. Several beau in 1628, transferred 'by* grant to noon at Willing Workers Building/
gled Banner” by Mrs.W- A Emery essary but as a general rule both
tiful rivers flow? into it. Upori its the Plymouth colony in> 1629 and which was well attended. /
Salutatory
in the chorus of wffich the audi- are héedéd'for any work.
banks thè French erected a fort, ’it restored te?France by’ treaty in
Mr. Granville Wildes returned
, enee united. Rev. I. E. Terry read
One striking component of char
also was called Fort Norembega. 1635. It was entirely reconstructed home from Webber hospital on
At
the'
town
of
Kenriëbuiikport
a scripture léssori arid led the peo acter which makes for success is
Upon landing we saw a great mul in 1636 to 1645 and:madri one of the Monffay of last week and is getting,
ple in prayer. Mr. Chambers read steadfast, resolution. ¡ This is il tonight we’are gathered forgone of titude of people coming down on strongest fortifications in the new along
nicely.
the proclaimation of President lustrated by the life of Lincoln. the greatest pleasures of our us. Th»y were all clothed in the world. It was five times carried by Mrff/Irvihg
Corson, who has been
Wilson setting the day apart as As h boy, ho determined te free the
skins pf wild/animals- They per assult, twice'surrounded by royal
Boston tfor the past few weeks
one to be devoted to the honoring slaves,; He;kept this in mind all Jiveb ; to welcome you to oui com ceived óur fear and made; signs of decree, twipe raided, once invested in
returned home last Tuesday and’
of the flag, and accompanying the through his jyoyuth and manhood, ■ mencement exercises. You have friendship. The next morning we and plundered by the Mohawks iff is
confined to her home by illness.
reading with some historical state until’ finally aff opportunity came watched us passing through the went to meet, them and to secure 1662 and.offce partially and again
Mr. Fred Campbell of Boston
ments as to the origin and .develop and he tqok advantage of this op different stages of youthful^lifé. provisions., The chief gave us a completely destròyèd. During the spent the week end at his summer
ment of the Stars and Stripes as; portunity and today we-see the re-, Ydu have'seen qs, year after year hearty welcome. We beheld, in the 131 years of its existence, ./its cottage.
the national emblem.
Children suit of ffis resfilutipp.
advance in our educational câféér, distance the green mountains and strength of position made it. fa Mr. Burton S. Flagg of Andover/
from the. Loyal Temperance.Lég /.Another striking component‘of> through the différentr schfiols of the bpaffty of the' picture which lay mous in the annals of both conti Mass., spent the week end with his
ion then sang “Our Red, White and character, is integrity as.a business t this town supported by your gener before us is indescribably. Having nents. It’s stpry js more varied arid family at the Creek.
Blue” and gavffa salute te the flag. asset,,- 'In Scotland, when a mail' osity/But now we have completed remained in this place five days, dramatic than auy other spot of its
Mrs. James McKenney and lit
> Miss Helen Burr rêafl a selection, has*, arrived at yearb of 'discretion the cotirse of studies, which are we weighed anchor and parting time./Here for the first time in Am. tle son Ellsworth, who have been
“Flag of the Free.” Rev. Geo. E. and haSjWqn a^reputation fpr capa,- made possible, and are àbopt to en- ■with a marvelous contentment èrica, was to be established a/set/ in Scituate, Mass., for a short visit*
Crouse spoke on “The American city, a bank will advahce him moh- (tqr the jyorld of action.
It is went out into the open sea.” '
Dement, whose inspiration was returned home on, Tuesday.
3 Flag in tm/Pffst,’-’ refating several éy-, simply'on his néte/tó’ fetaft in therefore with a, great deal, of
With this description before us neither planned nor executed by
Mrs. Ida Yates and Miss Lillian
stirring incidents in which the-ban. business., His reputation is consid pleâéüre, that wé greet you here we see the butlines < of Penobscot European powers and interests. It Clark of Dover, N. H., were week
ner played a prominént part/ * A ered^'be a good, risk, and the con ¡tonight to'hïànifest in soine small Bay. We behold the sturdy and lof stood in the new world às the birth end guests of relatives here.
h
quartette * consisting of young la clusion is based bri fesults. In 'our way thé fruits of our . years of ty peaks of p Camden mountains place of the high ideala of ChristMr. Anthony McKenney spent
dies rendereff-“The „Cross and the large cities^New York and Chicago Study and the returns which come which are rignter called the Green ianity.
The week end at his hozrie here4;and
Flag/ ,Thê quartette consisted of for examples,*’’business is not as to thé citizens of Kennebunkport, Mountains. The- Green Mountains
La Tour was the cause of the entertained Mr. Stone of Boston. 1
Mrs. A. LA Tówné, Miss Edith Ba frequently conducted in that way, who have enabled us to obtain an of nearly,400 years ago! We see great success in this region: ,/He
Miss Mabel Griffin of Kennebunk
ker, Miss Effna ,Wells and Miss bu^-there is no doubt that our great elementary education.
the traits. Of friendship which the was stròng, vigorous, he, was re- visited her parents Sunday.
7 Ruth Piôrce. Each of these ladies western country Owes much of its
We therefore welcome you and real American manifested to the sPurcerul, a leader and above all
Mrs. Charles Perry and Mr. and
represented | óné of the local wonderful growth tnqts. far-sight be^ your earliest interest in the ex.• newcomers from the land of art honorable with his methods with Mrs. B. D; Wildes motored to Bos
churches.* Rev.z T. P. Baker spoke edness of its country bankers who ercises which take place here this and civilization.
fhe red men. His successors fol ton Sunday, with friends, whom
briefly on “The American Flag at realized that the borrower’s char evening, that; you may be witness , Nearly fifty years of solitude lowed his example. How every line Mrs; Perry entertained over the
acter
was
the
chief
asset
to
be
con

Present” setting r/forth what it
of the progress which our public; now intervene ere wé behold,again of these faffed records throb with 17th.
i, Stood for now and what it ought to sidered. Naturally, character plays’ schools afford ÿour children, and the outlined bf our beautiful bay. the warm red blood of determined
Mr. George Mitchell and family
? Stand for in the fUtürê. Then a relatively larger part in the loan that seeing, you iriay manifeSt ev In. the year 1603 Martiri/Priny rind effori;; the hurffaff and divine are have moved to Saco. Mr. Edward
camé' what’ was, to the sministers a ing operations of a small bank, en greater generosity in the future, the illustrious Champlain 'speak iniffgled; ; there is a definite pur G. Wildes moved their household
surprise/ Four-young ladies, the than in a Wall street bank.
that learning may become more down through the ages to us of pose, courage té do and fo dare, goods on Monday.
Misses Doris Ward, Sarah Welch, 7 A Swede walked up to the presi efficient and more perfect in this the setting ?of the sun which is to prosperity and happiness Waiting
Elizabeth »Pay and Ruth Pierce; dent of a western bank one day and town, whiqff is rendered fso beau dispel and end this mythical cen to be won.
IN EFFECT JUNE 26.
representing the various churches, said “Ay ’tank Ay, want to borrow tiful £.nd attractive by,the hand of tury. Champlain not only entered 'This famous place fell from the
referred to them briefly^and fitting $5,000 and Ay tank'* Ay .get'" him 'the Creator.;
'our many beautiful bays and riv possession of old France and wa,s
ly, and then fdur boys came to the here.” Cross examined it was as-’ ’ The subject of my paper is “An ers, but made his little ship a fam first captured by the English in The summer schedule will go in
•/ front, each with a fine large? Am- certained that<he had no, money: Old Page in the History of Maine.” iliar visitor along these charming /1664, that the English proved and to effect on the Boston and Maine
Our State has been rendered shores, mooring off the Indairi vil Strengthened, during their occupa
4 eyican flag, which they gave to the exceptúa few hundred. dollars. He
young ladies. They, in turn, call wished to buy a mill. He seemed most beautiful by its natural en- lages and making the acquaintance tion from 1668 te 1670 this grand railroad system June 26. /
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means his share of good realized ¡ÖLÄäsffljgÖ ÁfíVÉÉfiSMÉÑts.
arid brought into his conscious ex
FOR SALE
(By Gora York)
Mrs. Louis Nelson spent a part perience through right methods on
’1 Mr. arid Mré. ' Orson R. Carter
of
last
week
with
relativ.es
.in
San

wlibchavé'Feééhtìy hiovéd tri Mrs. Sqme people would, not murder
1914 PAIGE; Model 36; electric
ly, methods which include no de
ford. ;
Carter’s former home on Main St.,
starter rind lights; newly overhaul
Or rob a man it’s true,
Albert ,Nurian and family of E. privation, hardship nor injustice ed Arid repainted; good tires. Price
opposite the Ocean National Bank But they chuse lots of mischief
Saugus,, Mass., are visiting rela
for quick sale. Inquire of H. is made to resist the climatic
ha Ve a large collection of beauti By other things they do.
to”anyone else. True business is $300
tives at this place and vicinity.
H. Abbott, Brown street.
3t
You meet them on the sidewalk
ful !ápd’ivaluábfé antigües which
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Huff and the orderly process of supply and
WANTED AT ONCE a man for changes of New England
And greet them with a,smile,
à'r’é tfow' óìi‘ display here. Among And say “the crops ate- growing
Mr. .A. J. McKenney spent a part
general farm work. Inquire at this
The manufacturers of
the collection1 are the entire set of Since i the weather’s getting of last week in Anriisquam, Mass., demand. It is exchanging some office for particulars.
thing
orie
has
for
its
full
equiva

making
the
trip
by
auto.
On
their
this brand use their
mild.”
brass' aridi'orns, two farming pans
return trip they were accompanied
FOR SALE
’and bell^Wwhich are 175 "years But they won’t talk of corn and, by Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sargent. lent in something else. When a man
brains and the best
beans,.
Extra large Deiribcrat Wagon,
who has money wants potatoes
of fage and ; beautifulh vases and
Qr anything like that, .
The Sunday services at the
quality materials
with
two
seats,
nearly
new,
good
china over 200 years old. There is But take their absent neighbors
church were in charge of Miss F. meets a man who has potatoes arid for market and family use. Also
Any size package from
And stab them in the back.
i Adams assisted by Rev, G. H. Grey wants money business relations stylish open piano box buggy with!
■! ri cup ■ arid platé' Used by Governor
and a most interesting sermon was aré quité likely to spring, up to the rubber tires ; at low prices.
fierce and later hy Ex-president They take poor “Mrs. So and So”
half
pints to barrels
And “Mr. What’s His Name”
given at the morning service from
S. W. Bowker,
Pierce of the real Westminister And
the things they say about the text Lam. 1-12: “It is nothing mutual satisfaction of both sides. , . .
Water street, close to
china, rare pieces oftout glass and
them,
to you.” In the evening another ad This, however, may be termed Golf Grounds, Kennebunkport. 3t
It surely is a shame. .
several pieces ■ bf; rare silver and
dress was given by Miss Adams, business iri its most primitive forhi.
and in the singing she was assist
a 'jiitch^r ^-’Of' silver
and Not a good deal is recounted,
Mrs. Charles M. Stevens at the
All their acts are painted black, ed; by a chorus of young people. The In the more complex transactions
lacquered Wood' inlaid with mother
At the Old Hardware Store
Landing
is ready to do all kinds of
I
think
that
’
s
just
another
way
meetings
will
continue
this
week
of
the
great
world
of
finance
busi

of pearl is one Of the most valua
upholstering
arid
repairing
furriiTo
stab
folks
in
the
back.
with
the
exceptiqn
of
Moriday
and
36 Market St., Portsmouth
ble pieces of the collection.
ness becomes more like a game of
/ A beautiful gold leaf fan used If you have a grudge against some Saturday evenings. The young peo battledore and shuttlecock; in ture. Prices reasonable. Give me Tel. 509
one,
ple’s meetings will be held on Tues
.by Dutchess. Eugenie of France is
a trial order.
And they have a grudgq against day and Friday afterhobns.
volving many splendid qualities,
j also for sale.
you, \...
. There are a number of things of
On account of the Evarigelistic such as alertness, endurance, judg For Sale Cheap—One white iron
great interest to Ariiericans. One The trouble’s more quickly settled meetings held, the’Childrens’ Day ment, resourcefulness, farsighted bed,
felt mattress and spring, one
If kept between you two.
of them is/a square standard with
concert has been indefinitely post-'
ness, sagacity. It is activity right chiffoner, one dresser, one chair,
-n pyramid on it after the fashion If you tell him you don’t like his poned.
Jun21-lt
ways, *
Dealer In
1 of the ( Bunker Hill monument
Next Sunday* evening; if pleas ly directed. Yet when it becomes a inquire at this office. .
.
which came here with the Pilgrims, . And give, his face a slap,
ant Miss, Adams will give an ad frenzied attempt oh the part of
WANTED HAND BRAIDED
it is claimed and Was used by them To, me it’s. far more manly
dress bn “The Ten dornmandeach player to seize and hold all RUG MAKERS. Continuous Home
as a masçott.. Another is an In Thari tp stab him in the brick. ments.”
dian blanket triadeby the Souix There are good deeds, to be told
Edward Nunan of Boston, Mass., the shuttlecocks, that his opponent employment. New material fur
I36 Main Street
about,
Indians from damaged American
spent the week end with his father may riot have any, and may thereby nished and good ptices paid, For
particulars
address
Phelps
and
flags and blankets/ A picture of And praises to be Sung,
A. W; Nunan.
4 the ship “United States Commo If we can say no good of folks,
Mr. Lewis Coy of Chelsea, Mass., be forced out of the game, it ceases Pinkham, Dept. H, 67 Union St.,
We
had
better
hold
our
tongue.
Jun21 8t
dore” of Amiefica which was drawn
spent the week end. with his sister to be the sort of business with Portland, Maine.
on parchment paper with the queer And I think we are started
Mrs. Frank G. Littlefield.
CLARINET
PIANO
Which
the
true
Christian
Scientist
On the straight and narrow
brown inks used in those days by
The store of Nurian sisters open
Addie M. Holmes who does facial French Method
Fäelton
System
track
would
care
to
be
identified.
Mr. Carter’s great grandfather,
ed this week for the season,
and. scalp massage, shampooing,
Mrs. Albert Hutchins, with her The Christian Scientist has iqanicuring and chiropody at 22
LEROY NASON
who served for fiyè years on this When we quit talking about folks,
And stabbing in the back.
vessel, is on exhibition,
two sons, Raymond and ■ Lewis, learned that one of the fundament Masonic Bulding, Biddeford, will
----- Teàcner of----The ladies will beespecially in
have/bpen spending a week with
at her rooms all summer. Tele
al teachings of his religion is the be
CLARINET AND PIANO
terested in' the beantiful shawls AT THE BEND OF THE ROAD relative^ in Dover, N. H.
phone 894-M.
Jun 15 3mo pd
Raymond Thompson who is em brotherhood tíi man and that to
and dress patterns. One. óf the
•Studios: . 241 Congress St., Port
shawls, is a real Persian one,v put At the bend of the road, you. waved ployed in Waverly, Mass.; is en succeed he does not have tq roh
Room tri Rent—Kitchen privi
land; Fletcher St., Kennebunk
your hand,
V together in pieces by people of that
joying a week’s vacation at his
Short walk from Kenhebunk
his brother. Knowing that in the leges,
Tel.
106-12
race. Another is an English shawl
A. token and sigh, of! a last adieu, home here.
Beach. Apply at this office.
of rare lace in black. One of thé And the twilight iell/pn a lonely
Father’s abundance there / is
Jhn21 tf
Irind, - dress patterns is of white goqds
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
enough for all, he eliminates the
ALLEN C. MOULTON
And over my soul a sorrow ppw :
embroidered in colors. There is
IN BUSINESS old, worn out belief about compe Between Wells Corner and Wells LUMBER, HARDWARE, PAINTS
a story with it tb the effect that And you turned into the world
from me,
it was -bought’’ as, a graduating
tition, and replaces it with a better Depot, May 29, a lady’s light coat. Monarch Paint 100 per cent Pure
Reward for return. B. E. Davis,
Who watched you with eyes
. dress for' a gif! in one of the for(Christian Science Monitor)
thought called co-operation. He Wells, Mairie.
Johnson’s Wood Finishes
■ ¿eign y countries who strangled tb
Whose hot tears flowed, •
knows
that
he
cannot
lose
anything
death, a short time before, so the The cruel World which I could not
YORK VILLAGE. MAINE
It ds sometimes asked, is Christ by helping anothér, even a so-cal
see—
pattern- was never made up.'
Madame G. S. LeRoy wishes for
*’ There is á chair which has been
That just begins at the bend of ian Science practical? Is it pos led competitor ; indeed; that very pupils to instruct in French. Ad
/ in constant use since 1719 nutil
the road.
5tpd
sible to be a successful business attitude on his part opens the door dress, Wells, Maine.
yery recently. It is the big arm
man and at the same time a con for more good to come back to him,
Our prices are right and we
■chair style with reed bottom.
And a trouble dropped on the siNOTICE
sistent Christian Scientist? Thou When he overcomes greed and sel
/ The Orental draperies are odd
lent land,
'ti y to please
1 and beantiful. A pair of UnderWith the darkness unstaid by sands of business men all over the fishness and jealousy in his own ; We, the undersigned agree tp
sleeves from a Wedding gown
Mail Orders Filled
a moon or star,
worn 200 years ago shows beantiful For my hope and my love and the World today would, if asked,- an consciousness, and is interested to receive $5.00 per day for all dou York Villas
Maine
ble
team
Work
and
75c
per
hour
for
hand embroidery, although yellow
swer thèse questions in the affirma see his brother succeed, and Will
light, hand in hand;
job work beginning June 19.
‘ -with age.
Followed you into the future tive, for thousands have already ing and glad to help him when he all.
1916:
The rag carpets are wonderful
afar—
F. A. Dresser.
to inspect and an Odd Fellows ti- Followed you faint as the heart proved that this beautiful religion can, it is as if he swept him away
O. R. Burnham
of love and peace is woven into a from his own doorstep a great pile
1 dy made in the shape of their em
that sent
1 t
H. H. Abbott.
blem, composed entirely of loops
The heart that lingered beneath fabric so enduring that it is capa of uséléss rubbish, thereby making
is prepared to furnish music
W. P. Webber.
; in the old fashioned knit work,
its load
Blake L. Seavey.
for all occasions
‘ ' claims its full share of inspection As into the great, Wide world you ble of, withstanding the wear and a Way for good to flow back to him,
A. F. Smith.
tear of the ordinary, every day juj3t as naturally and as inevitably
and admiration.
For terms andparticulars telephone
went—
E. R. Carklin.
One of the rooms is furnished in
The world that begins at the needs of humanity. And that is as water flows into the channel
153-3 Kennebunk, Me.
H. E. Russell.
$ black walnut and another in solid
bend of the road.
what
the
thinking
fnân
of
today
is
W.
D.
Dennison.
provided for it.
mahogony. combined with English
J. A. Waterhouse.
S, crètori and English tapestry. In Tonight at the bend of the road, ; looking for ; not a religion which
The Christian Scientist in busi
TELEPHONE
C. D. Nason.
fact there are different pieces of
contents
itself
with
preparing
him
I stand
,
ness krioWs that he carinot afford
JOHN SISE & CO., for
antique, furniture ¿ in almost an^y
And a year has flown and many to die, but ohe Which Will show hirn to be tricky or underhanded nor LARGE AMOUNT LOBSTER
INSURANCE OF
‘.Wood you can mention, an old fash,
day,
how to live.
FRY BEEN PLANTED Every description^
ioned bureau from Scotland which And athe
“sharp” if he expects God to hélpr
twilight
falls
on
a
lonely
has been jh this country 200 years
We all want to be normal, happy him. He cannot afford to be afraid
Fire, Automobile
land
and a real English secretary.
For my love and the light and useful men and women. We all for he thereby distrusts the omni The United States fish commis and Liability.
The most beautiful thing among
sion steamer Gannet arrived in
my hope delay;
Portsmouth, N. H.
want to be successful and we all potence of good. He cannot afford Portland Thursday after a cruise Markét Sq.
the collection of furniture , is a
the far sound of forgetful
’ table of genuine lacquer wood. The Ij hear
have a right to be successful, for tó Worry, for when he does his part between Portland and Portsmouth
strife?
top is’inlaid. with mother of pearl
And a fear, forlorn, doth my soul God never made a failure nor a by right thinking and right living and some thing like 26,000,000 df.
and turqjs down op the side when
FRED C. SMALLEY
fry has. been; dumped. overboard
forbode;
man who fails. Jesus once ex he knows that he may safely leave within 24 hours. Of these 4,000,not in use.
/
What
hast
thou
done
with
my
lover
A Japanese screen in another
plained to his followers, however, the results to Him Who dóeth all 000 were liberated iri Pepperell
my life,
valuable article. Birds of all col.
that the reason a cértain house fell things well. He cannot afford to be cove, a similar amount at each Pf
O
world
that
begins
at
the
end
I ops bmbrpjdered in. silks and flow
four other places, viz: Biddeford,
of
thè
ròridi
when, the storm came upon it was discouraged for his text book tells .Kennebunkport;
ers of various hues painted on old
OgUnquit and
A.
W.
Bellan.
DOVER, N. H.
, lace oyer, a heavier material, pro
because it was briilt upon sand and him that “Soul has infinite resour Cape Porpoise, while 6,000,000 Central Ave.
duce a wonderfully beautiful re
were
dropped
at
Little
Harbor,
N.
Corner
State
arid
Water Sts.
ces
with
which
to
bless
mankind
”
not upon a rock. It is useless tó
YORK COUNTY HAS 22
sult. .
H, About 20,000,000 fry were also PORTSMOUTH,
CA
SES
IN
L
AW
COURT
(Sciehqé
arid
Health
With
Key
tó
N. H.
build
upon
wrong
foundations,
and
Br y State people will be interliberated on Wednesday at eastern
; estep.jp ,a picture of the Old Elm
York county has 22 cases to then! expect success. But the man the Scriptures, by Mary Baker Ed points. The .gopd results folIoWI ' Which \yas destroyed by the wind come up in the law court which Who builds his business upon the dy, p. 60). If one channel seems ing tlie propagation work as car
and dûçay’.ori Fèbrrary 15, 1876.’ convenes in Portland June 27.
ried on at Boothbay Hafbbr is be
E. K. CONANT
?, The picture, is printed on the wood
It is expected that the session rock, Truth, has rested.' it upon suddenly closed it only means that coming evident, judging from tile
• ,.bf thé original tree and bears the will be a long one, owing to the that which renders him safe .in another is j ust opening. He makes reports concerning the catch Pf Practical Plumber, Steam aid
' statement;of Samuel C. Cobb, May-, number of new cases to be taken
money, and it is right that he lobsters being made this season pn
Hot Water Fitters
/ ór of Boston pt that time, to the ef> up. Of the total 241 “live” cases time òf stress; He has laid hold òf
Maine coast, some of the more
should, buf he makes it honestly the
the
principal
which
underlies
all
Kennebunk, M e
' / feet that it is a photograph of the now on the docket, 89 are new en
conservative fishermen acknow Summer St. * Tel. 143-3
original tree.
ledging that they are now making
tries—rthat is, listed at this term right endeavor and’ has only to live and legitimately, and he spends
. Picture, lovers will be anxious of the court.
in accord with this principle which generously and gladly where |lt: ,better hauls.than at any time with
. t to see -the paining “The Scotch Andrdscbggin county still holds
in the past 20 years.
to
the Christian Scientist is an should properly go.
. Hunter” by Rembrandt. It is an first place with a total of 37, of
Frank T. Rendall
l original and not a copy. There are which riuihber 30 are new cases. other name for God, to find hiriiself Mrs. Eddy tells concisely the MAINE CAR REPORTED
Perkins Square
Ogunquit, Me.
twin paintings of great age, “The Penobscot is second with 33 cases ; péricéful' in the midât of turmoil, Worth of Christian Science in busi
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Going Out and Coming in of the Kennebec next with 26; an unusual
Plumbing
.and
Heating
in all its
ness
when
she
states
on
page
128
of
Life Gpprd,’<,.\.
number for that county; York, calm in the presence of confusioh,
Branches. Estimates given Satis
At. this timé when so much in Knox and Cumberland divide hoi$ hopeful in the face of discourage Science and Health that “Business
Secretary of State Johri E. Bun
faction guaranteed.
Uy pete’s “As You . Like It” “Going ors with 22 each; 19 rieW casqs ment, arid untouched when all men arid cultured scholars have
ker has received a letter from a lit
to School” of the series of 1801, is from Knox being entered this term
found
that
Christian
Science
en

about him seems to be crumblings
' sure to receiv a lot of attention.
and 10 from York.
tle 8-year old girl living iri Green\ céíVe a lot of attention.
The other counties are as fol To livé ih accord with principle hances their endurance and men
Ville,
Hl^ that lifted him out pf<
A .Biblç printed in 1813 is anoth lows: Aroostook/ 10; Franklin,
is to live iri constant realization., of tal powers, enlarges their percep
er feli.c of long: ago,
Hancock, 4; Lincoln, 11; Oxford, the power and presence of good. To tion of ‘ character, gives them the grind of official business for ¡a
Mr. and Mrs. Carter have many 10; Piscataquis, 4; Sagadahoc, 3;!
The Jeweler
more antiques arriving every day Somerset, 13; Waldo, 10; Washing, the beginner in the study of Christ acuteness and comprehensiveness few moments. Last November the
t 1 ; ' and, it is not . possible to do them ton, 10. ■
ian Science it means many things and an ability to exceed their ot- little girl wrote him asking what 253 Main St.
Biddeford
" justice by description. Only a few
which usually involve an entire dinary capacity........ A knowledge the colors of the Maine automobile*
>. ofthearticleshavebeen mentioned
CARD OF THANKS
change in his modç Of thinking, rin of the Science of being develops
here but it is hoped that readers of
JOHN TOZIE
plates for the year 1916 would be
this artici^ will call and see for
It is bur desire to express our a*p_ entire readjustment of much that the latent abilities and possibili
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her to iriforiri Him if any Maine
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Reasonable Prices.
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for their kindness arid
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME,
' GRADUATION
Continued from Page 2.)

cut revealing my own future. I
tried to call her back but received
no response.
’ Classmates, this is what Wan
nalansette has told me and I have
great confidence in everything she
says. Great things have been pro
phesied for you and now it is for
you to live up to them.

who have watched over and guided
and through whose efforts our eduus cafefüllyduring our school days
cation has been made worth while.
Undergraudates—We thank you
for the valuable aid and loyal sup
port which you have given us in
all that we have undertaken. We
Wish you the best of success dur
ing the remainder of your stay in
high school» and in after life, may
you be a credit to the school that
is sending you fbrthi
Teachers—It is to you that we
owe most of, our gratitude. Through
your faithful guidance and perse
vering efforts, we have achieved
all. A feeling of sincere regret
comes over us as we say to you,
farewell.
Classmates—At last we have
reached the goal which we have so
long anticipated. For four long
years, We have looked forward to
this, our commencement in life,
and now that it is here, we are overcome with Reeling of both glad
ness and sorrow. Gladness, because
we are about to step out into thé
wide world* full of expectation and
the détermination to Seize our ev
ery opportunity. Sorrow, because
we must now leave one another to
;enter separately into à future of
Which we know little. Never again
are we to meet às the class of 1916.
During thé happy days we have
spent tqgetfier we have made
friendships which will last as lorig
as we live. Our lives have been full
of sunshine and free from care.
But now that we must part, let u^
resolve to enter fearlessly into the
complicated life which.is before us
to labor earnestly to “Either find a
path” to success “or make one.”
And most of all, to give to the
world the vefcy best that is in us.

New Dental Office

and closed my eyes. Gradually 1}
realized the presence of WannalanDr. Thomas Jefferson King, New England’s fore
most painless dentist; has opened the .finest and
sette, my Indian guide. With herí
most
modern dental office for the practice of Aasb-i
help, I have read the future of my
LUTE PAINLESS DENTISTRY in this section
and his success has been phenomenal from the start,
classmates which I am about to
each day bringing a host of new patients, eager to
disclose.
take advantage of these truly wonderful dental values
offered at this time.
We all know Frances’ desire to
The Valedictory, with essay,
attend Simmons. How often she
SUCCESS HAS NOT COME TO ME
has been told how. perfect ones “Modern Education” by Sheldon
¡Conant
Hayward
was
very
inter

WITHOUT CAUSE
French must be to make good in ¡
that College. 1 She seems'’ to have esting and instructive and was the
The ability to do the finest work possible, to do it
absolutely, without pain .and at a moderate charge,
taken this seriously. We all have closing address. He spoke of the
are the things I promise .to those who visit me at my
new office.
noticed fhow * often she brings in appreciation of the class to all the
DR.
T.
J.
KING
people
concerned.
French expressions in her conver
Special.
Opening
Inducements
That Have Never Been
sation. Her number of phrases is
limited, the favorite being “ Oui,
Equalled in This City.
Modern Education
bui, Monsier?’ However, with the
INSURANCE
These teeth are the reg»,
progress which she has been mak The substance, aims and prin
lar $15 kind and are a bona
Fidelity Phoenix Fire Jns. Co
fide saving to you of $7
ing,
she
will
sobn
be
able
to
speak
cipals of education are determined
over the price charged
American Central Ins. Co.
this language fluently.
yobyother dentists, f
a large extent by tradition. The
Detroit Fire àhd Marine Ins^Co
Frances, ’you shall be a French to
school
like
other
institutions,
acqu

GOLD
CROWNS
$4.60
WHITE
CROWNS
$4.60
teacher at Simmons, Probably be ires inertia, and continues to do
Wells Mutual Fire ins. Co.
GOLD FILLINGS
i
$1 UP
OTHER FILLINGS
6<>c UP
cause of your interest in athletics things which have been done by
BRIDGE WORK
1
$4.60
PAINLESS EXTRACTING FREE.
WELLS
ME. and soejáí affairs, you will be ex past generations, -regardless of
tremely popular with the students. present needs. Many of the ideals
Dr. King’s latesti invention the “NAT
URAL GUM”, is acknowledged by the dental pro.
Your favorite sport will be skating and methods Of education date
and
each
winter
an
exhibition
will
back to periods in which the social
A. M. Bragdon
Don’t
bé held in which many of your nov and intellectual conditions were
That’s the Name
elties will be illustrated by experts. widely different from those today.
Buy Old
Our president, Wallace Hatch, They were matured when industry
YORK CO. NATIONAL BANK
was always very fond df imperson did not hold the important position
Style
That’s the‘Place
ating dentists. If he happened to it holds today, when economic prin
is the only
$4.50 This
Where INSURANCE of all kinds have anything in his handfhe must cipals are connected with nearly
office where gold
Teeth
work
on
some
>
one
’
s
teeth.
No.
mat

crowns and teeth without plates
all political and social affairs, a
is Written
(undetectable from: natural ones)
ter howx clumsy this/. object might century
science had li ttle .con
fession to be a wonderful improvement over the old
are inserted positively without
Years of experience with a rec be, ruler, compass of bar magnet, nection ago',
artificial gum. It has always, been easy to recognize
with the industries, Now,
pain.
artificial teeth in the1 mouth, but now,' by using Dre
he
could
always
handle
it
easily
ord of the largest village agency in
applications of science are seen in
King’s “NATURAL'GUM”, a set of teeth can be
and
was
never
rough
enough
to
manufacturing processes, methods
the state, a choice of 20 bf the
made by his method, and only by his method, that will. absolutely defy detection. Ordì,
hurt
anybody.
He
has
already
narily
an
extra
charge
of
Five
Dollars
is made, for the “Natural Gum,” on the act, but for
leading' Insurance companies. Ih- learned some of the common ex of transportation and all modern
a short time no charge will be made.
conveniences.
surance scientifically written. In pressions such as “open wide
Education, beyond the first prin
DR. THOMAS JEpFERSON KING
please,” and “now, this isn’t going ciples, was formerly intended only
surance that protects.
to
hurt,
”
and
many
others.
16? MAIN ST. BIDDEFORD, Phone 56 R.
Telephone 20
for those, whose circumstances
Wallace, you will be a successful made it unnecessary for them to
9 A. M. to 8. P. M. Sundays by appointment. Nurse in attendance. French Spoken.'
dentist practicing in Boston. Your earn their own living. There, was
work will be so good that you can > a distinct division between the up
Mrs. Alice/O. Tripp is in town
demand an enormous price for it per and the lower classes. The comThe High School Chorus again hurse, was elected recording secre
so that only the wealthiest people mon people were taught little be delighted the audience by a song, tary at the annual State associa for the summer..
Elevel teamsters have decided
can afford to hire your services. sides reading, writing and arith “A Bird in Hand.” They were ac tion of nurses at the meeting in
Ralph Davis always showed a metic, and they left school after companied by their music teacher, Portland Thursday.
upon a uniform charge for services
’ Henry W. Smith, who lives in and have published a notice con
great ability in finding his way acquiring these subjects fairly well Miss Ethel Lovley.
about in large cities.
Next came principal Whipple Lyman, was fined $20 and costs for cerning it: $5.00 per day for all
The upper classes received a liber
When we were walking about in al or cultyual education. They were with the awarding of the school Stealing 27 hen& from Walter double team work and 75c per hour.
Philadelphia, some one noticed taught subjects which equid be honors. This consisted of Old Smith of Lyman. He denied the ; Mr. L. H. McCray sold his home
that Ralph was not with us. After pursued with the least physical ex-, English letters for the pupils in theft and said he considered that on Main street to Dr. D. M. Small
an unsuccessful attempt to find ertion. Firht came purely mental the different classes who attained he was the victiffi of a practical ¡yesterday. Dr. Small will not take
him, we went to the hotel for din subjects such as philosophy, theo an average rank of 90 for the year. poke. He is under $200 bonds for possqssipp until fall. He will have
appearance at the September term his office in his home. Mr. McCray
ner.' We had been there pnly a logy, mathematics and logic. Next
The list follows:
short time when he appeared. It in importance were literature, lan
Class of 1916: Sheldon Hayward, of court.
has engaged other accommodations
seemed that the museum had not guage, grammar, and rhetoric. The Victor Hesp.
Alexander Graham Bell, inven ip town. J. W. Bowdoin made the
proved interesting to him so that fine arts were not studied by this
Class of 1917; Willis Day, Geo tor of the telephone, expects to sale.
by scientific methods
he had wandered off by himself, Class, because success in archi rge Jellison.
spend the summer at Old Orchard.
Charles N. Morgan of the Edi
at
but experienced no difficulty in tecture, sculpture or painting re . Class of 1918: Grace Koilack,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Bailey torial Department of the, Boston
finding’us again.
of Newton, Mass., spent Saturday Herald was a guest at the Enter
quired both technical and manual James Ross.
In Washington, no matter how training. Practically all the ideas
Class i of 1919; Marjr Bennett, and Sunday with Miss Lou Wil prise office Tuesday.
far away we might wander, he of culture and .cultural education Martha Furvoll, Florence Hatch, liams on Storer street.
A. W. Meserve will attend the
OPTOMETRIST & OPTICIAN
could invariably tell us how to get originated when the leisure class (Shirley Hatch; Esther Hawkes, I Mr. Edward Hatch of Boston
‘commencement exercises at Bow
back.
.
'
,
Minnie
Louis,
Bernice
Nason,
El

was
recognized
as
superior
to
all
was a guest of his son, Wallace, on doin college this week. Mr. Mes
Biddeford, Maine
Ralph, you will be .at the head of working classes.
sie'Roberts.
Thursday night for «rraduation.
erve is a graduate of B' wdoin.
the personally conducted Davis
In the early days of our country: Judge Harold H. Bourne then
Mrs. John Googins of Goodwin’s
Ralph Davis, Leon Davis and
tours to all ports of the world. Un our forefathers received valuable ¡presented the diplomas with a few
Wallace Hatch will attend the com
usually low rates will be given to mental and moral training in the well chdsen words of introduction. Mills was in town Thursday.
school parties. These tours of the everyday^1 life. They were subdu The benediction was pronounc > The York County Athletic As mencement exercises at Bowdoin
schodls will be pnder the special ing a new land,.and conditions re ed by Rev. S. E. Leech, after which sociation is trying to organize a college.
supervision of 1 Edna Hubbard, quired' in them initiative, ingen the class took its place in line ip team of their best athelets to take ' Frank Sanborn is spending a few
FOR YORK COUNTY
part in the races to be held at Lew days vacation at Manchester, N.
We have opened a large establish Hubbard never showed, any great uity, and codrage. Their occupation .front of the,stage where each mem iston
July 4th. A Kennebunk man H.
ability as a guide while on our trip
received the congratulations
ment of the following line of work: but because she , was, so fond of exercised the imagination and ber
Several people went to Kenne
acquainted them, with the ways of afid good wishes of their relatives who was approached ip the matter,
Buttons, Pleating and Hemstitch traveling, especially on the ocean, nature. Industrial conditions were and friends.
sanctioned the idea and said there bunk Beacn to-day. to attend the
Dancing followed in which all was on deubt that the York county Uuitarian church nicnic.
ing. . Work done as soon as receiv she will have léarríed the routes.
different than they are now. Men
doys could make teams from other
Mrs. W. F. Paul is visiting her
Victor Hesp is the only member were working for themselves, participated.
ed.
counties “sit up and take notice.” son Dr. N. A. Fuller at Lewiston.
our class belonging to the Mili markets were local, and manufac
BUTTONS, PLEATING & HEM of
Invitations are to be sent to par
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Whipple will
tia. We are all proud of him and turing was done largely by hand in,
ALUMNI BANQUET
STITCHING CO.
ties all over York county who are leave tomorrow for Rochester, N.
feel there is some great future the homes.
Press Bldg. Room 005.
interested in athletics and it is H., for a few days.
ahead of him. ■
Under these conditions the
Portland, Me.
Tel. 1573.
Charles Coolbroth and Roy Clark
Victor, your military career will schools were right in devoting! The alumni banquet was served ¡hoped that they will take an in
begin at West Point. After finish- themselves entirely to books, espe at the Unitarian vestry Friday ev terest and help organize the York leave tomorrow for a trip down
ing yoür course there, by various cially since, in those days books ening, a large number of graduat : County Athletic association and east.
promotions you will finally become were scarce, and were the best es of K. H. S. of both the past and ¡make it a permanent affair. An
invitation is to be extended to the
a general. You will become fa means of knowing what was taking present being present.
SALE—Bay horse, weigh
A delightful supper consisting i Thornton Academy, as well as to ingFOR
mous for the capture^ of Villa, the place in the world outside.
1100 lbs., sound and kind, good
Kennebunk
high,
Sanford
high,
and
of
lobsters,
cold
meat,
rolls,
icefi
famous Mexican,, bandit who for
But these indusrail and social
worker. Price $65 for quick sale
many years defied the ablest Ameri conditions have passed away. In cakes, ice eream and coffee was in fact all schools to join in the
Apply to
a billion dollars
good
cause,
and
also
other
who
do
served.
Charles
Cole,
president
of
worthof food and property every year. Kill your
can generals.
stead of remaining a home affair,
GEORGE ELLIOTT
tats and mice and stop you* less with
not
attend
any
school.
the
alumni,
acted
as
toastmaster,
From what we have Seen of Juna production has grown to enormous
Landing
and
the
claSs
history
was
read
by
Mrs. Charles Stevens .entertain
Mason in high schból, no one could proportions and is carried on in
Mrs.
Freqman
in
a
most
interest

guess what she might be in the fu large factories situated in crowd
ed the Lend-a-hand sewing circle
It ft safe to use. Deadly to rats
but harmless to human beings.
ture./
LOWER VILLAGE
ed cities. Steam and electrU trans ing and entertaining manner. Sup at her home at the Landing last
Rats simply (fry up. Nocdgt
erintendent
Lambert
and
Prin.
Thursday night. Plans were made
Juna, I wonder if, you will be? portation has encouraged produc
Whatever. Valuable booklet
in each can, *'How to Desprprised when I tell you that you tion for distant markets. The‘corn-’ Whipple were both called upon for for a sale to.be held later in the
Pemidhaunch Chapter, Camp
•troy Rats.” 25c., 50c. and
will be a wonderful prima donná. mon people no longer work for remarks and responded in a most season., Delicious refreshments Fire Girls, are enjoying an outing:
$1.00. 6-lb. pail. $5.00.
satisfactory
manner.
The
class
of
In Seed. Hardware, Drug /kL
\
wSS
were
served
and
an
all
day
sewing
After
-leaving
school,
yóu
will
dis

themselves,
but
for
others
in
reand General Stores. ..
f IS
z-afcjg
of a week at Beechwood. Miss Ed
cover what, great abilities you have turn for wages which in too many 1916 was called upon and the class circle is being held today (Wed na Wells as guardian accompanied
in this line. There are years of cases are entirely inadequate. Ppor president, Wallace Hatch, respond_ nesday) with Mrs. Stevens.
by the Misses May W. Emery, Olive
great discouragement, but in the children are exposed to the evils, ed with a pleasing address.
Seven from the local W. R. C at Clark, Adeline Maulton, Beatrice
JOHN W. LORD
It is an interesting fact that ev tended tfie department convention Atkins,
end yóu will be rewarded with fame of dhild labor, while the children of
Sarah Welch, Vivian Lit-:
Hardware Dealer
; and fortune.
the rich are exposed td the dan ery member of thè class of 1916 in Portsmouth last week. Mrs. L. tiefield, Adelaide Hewey and Ruth
was present.
Rairio, Mrs. Pheobe Waterhouse, Pierce comprise the, party who are
Seward Eldridge has shown gers of idleness.
KENNEBUNK
Altogether, it proved to be one Mrs. Bessie Shepard, Mrs. Agnes camping in a nice cottage near the
much interest in athletics and I
In spite of the many social and
felt sure he was destined to become industrial changes,which have tak of the most satisfactory gatherings Kelley, Mrs. Fannie Jacksoh, Mrs. post office, An auto was hired to
a famous ball player. But his fu en place, schools and educational of this sort held for a number of Lucy Hutchins and Mrs. Mary epnvey the party together with the
Mitchell.
ture is not in. this' line.
é® e® é® e®
é® dfe é®
é® tì® é®
methods remain .practically t the years.
comforts of life, not forgetting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lucas and Teddy Roosevelt who volunteered
Reward, you will become wealthy same. Obviously, education must;
Mrs.
William
Dresser
were
Port

from the discovery of a substitute undergo readjustment, if it is td
LOCAL NOTES
to go as mascot and who’volunteer
land visitors Thursday.
for gasoline. After leaving school give bur young people the train£
lighted with all the attentions
The
Congregational
church
pic

you will become a salesmari for an ing that they need to become efj “Littje. drops of water, little grains
which are lavished upon him,
nic
will
be
held
next
Tuesday
at
is prepared to do hair and automobile company. For awhile ficient and self-respecting citizen®,
Mr. and t Mrs. Edjvard 'Williams
df sand,
Beach.
have moved here from Methuen,
scalp treatment, facial yóu will be very successful bui ow The purpose of educaticnal re Make the mighty ocean and the Kennebunk
Ethel Tucker Freeman of Mal Mass,, and will live at Mr. Jerry B.
ing to the increasing cost of gaso form is not to supply factories and
pleasant land’’
massage and mani
den, Mass., is with her mother here. Williams’home.
line, the demand for cars, will di workshops with experienced workr But .too
many
drops
of
water,
how

Mrs. p. D. Greenleaf has return
curing by ap
minish. But. you will rise|tp the iheiij but to better prepare the
Mrs. Eugene Taylor of Roxbury,
small they be,
ed from a week end ' trip to' her Mass.,, spent the week end with her
emergency and by patient experi young for the life that is before May ever
pointment.
make
this
earth
a
puddle
and
home in Gardiner,
ment will finally discover a-epmbi- them. As Herman Horne said, thb
mother, Mrs. W, H. Emery.
wash it out to sea.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall from Wal
Telephone
114-4 natioii of chemicals which will sup object qf education is to make,
Miss Grace Sprague is visiting
pole have opened their summer her aunt, in Roxbury, MaSs.
ply a cheap and satisfactory sub ?:|first a man, then a workman, first
tì® tìfe <S® e® <3® éfe tìfe dfe dfe dfe tì® <3® <2® stitute for gasoline.
be, then do; first make life worth
Miss Clara Winslow of Saco» home at the Landing.
.The Advent Sunday school will
P. D, Greenleaf, Arthur Hayes, hold their annual picnic on Thurs
Sheldon Hayward has already living, then.make a living in life; formerly English teacher in the
proved his wonderful ability as a first righteousness, joy and an ab-. high school, was thé guest of her: Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Christie and day June 22, weather permitting;
scholar. We have always 'felt sure undance of possessions.
friends in town Thursday evening. Miss Edith MacGinnis were among They will go to Beachwood by hay
DR. G. C. FULLER that
Our high school days have come
Misses Helen Thomas of the the Ogunquit visitors Sunday.
with his determination, he
rack and automobile.
would succeed in any vocation he to a dose. As the class of 1916 we high school faculty and Ethel Lov-. Miss Amy Clark is selling tick
Miss Esther Brown of Newfields,
Registered
are about to disband and enter ley, teacher of music in the schools^ ets at Pictureland, Ogunquit.
might select.
N. H,, is visiting ReV. and Mrs. E.
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon
Rév. B. H. Tilton received a dis A. Goodwin.
Haywárd, after . leaving our separately into the life for which left Saturday for their homes in
■
Removed from Main St. to Hall St. school you will be very successful we have so Jong been preparing.: Farmington and Caribou.
patch Sunday night about 5 o’clock
Miss Elizabeth Terry is visiting
in. your college career and after But before we do this'it is meet
Miss Pansy Felch,, teacher of the) telling of the seripus illness of his friends at Oak Ridge.
Telephone 136-5
we show our gratitude to Western Primary school left Sat-i father in Luden, N. H. Mr. Tilton
Kennebunk
/■
Maine graduating, will be an instructor of that
and daughter, Gladys, started by TEACHERS EXAMINATIONS
chemistry in that institution. You those who have made our educa urdaÿ fdr her home in Cornish.^
State Inspector of Cattle. .
Miss Mary Farley, supervisor of; automobile early Monday morning
will be successful,' of course, but; tion possible.
Parents and citizens of Kenne- penmanship went to her home in; and while on thè w;ay received the
after a few years will give up your
examination of candidates
position? and devote your entire bnuk—We are grateful to you for Stockbridge, Mass., Thursday; news that he had passed away. Mrs. forThe
teacher’s State certificates of
the numberless opportunities that where she will spend the summer.; Tiltop left Tuesday morning for
Kennebunk Steam timé to experimenting in that you
elementary grades will be held on
have afforded us. We realize
Mr. Chester F. Hamilton who is, Luden.
science. You will become more en
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Mann of Saturday, June 24 in 63 different
grossed in your work as the years how much you have sacrificed in employed in Beverly, Mass., spent
in the State. <
pass and the.wo’rld of sciencp will order to give us a good start on the the week end with his parents, Mr.i Woodsville, N. Ho are spending a towns
In York’county they are held in
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